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Consider a second or higher order elliptic partial differential equation
Au=*u+ f on an open bounded domain 0 of Rn with homogeneous boundary
conditions Bu=0. If there exists a simple eigenvalue for which the corresponding
eigenfunction is positive and satisfies appropriate boundary estimates, then an anti-
maximum principle holds. For positive f # L p (0) with p large enough there exists
$f>0 such that for * # (*1 , *1+$f) the solution is negative and for * # (*1&$f , *1)
the solution is positive. We give conditions such that this sign reversing property
is uniform: there is $>0 such that for all positive f the solution u is negative for
* # (*1 , *1+$) and positive for * # (*1&$, *1). Two classes of higher order bound-
ary value problems that satisfy these conditions will be given.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to establish some uniform anti-maximum
principles for classes of higher order elliptic boundary value problems.
Let us briefly recall the situation in the second order case with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Consider for 0/Rn a bounded domain with smooth
boundary 0 and f # L p (0), p>1, the boundary value problem
{&2u=*u+ fu=0
in 0,
on 0,
(1.1)
and let *1 denote the first eigenvalue. Assume that the function f is non-
negative and positive on a set of positive measure. As is well known, the
maximum principle implies that if *<*1 , then the solution u is positive. It
was observed in [8] that if p>n then there exists *f>*1 such that if
* # (*1 , *f), then the solution u of (1.1) is negative in 0. Such a restriction
on p might look surprising for a sign result. However, in [27] it is shown
that the condition p>n is sharp and that one cannot have *f to be bounded
away from *1 uniformly for all positive f. On the other hand it was shown
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in [8] that if n=1 and the boundary conditions are of Neumann or Robin
type, then a uniform result does hold, that is, the corresponding Green
function is negative for * # (*1 , *1+$) with $>0.
In this paper we obtain uniform results for higher order elliptic boundary
value problems also in dimensions higher than 1. Let us start with some
examples.
Consider the fourth-order problem with Navier boundary conditions
{2
2u=*u+ f
u=2u=0
in 0,
on 0,
(1.2)
and let *1, N be the first eigenvalue (notice that *1, N=*21 with *1 as above).
It is known that for 0*<*1, N the solution u is positive whenever f is
positive. It appears that if f is positive and f # L p (0), with p>max(1, 13 n),
then there exists $f>0 such that u is negative for * # (*1, N , *1, N+$f). As
in the second order Neumann case one can show that the result is uniform
when n=1.
If we replace the boundary conditions in (1.2) by Robin type boundary
conditions:
{
22u=*u+ f in 0,
(1.3)\1+%1

n+ u=0
on 0
\1+%2 n+ 2u=0
with %1 , %2c>0, then again there exists a first eigenvalue *1, R>0 and
for 0*<*1, R the solution u is positive whenever f is positive. Similarly
there is $ f>0 such that u is negative when * # (*1, R , *1, R+$ f). However,
in contrast to the case with Navier boundary conditions (1.2), we are able
to show that this result is uniform for n # [1, 2, 3]. See the example follow-
ing Corollary 6.
We will consider general elliptic boundary value problems. The results
with respect to those systems are twofold.
v We will show that if there exists a positive eigenfunction with
appropriate boundary behaviour, and a relation between the dimension
and the boundary condition holds, then a uniform anti-maximum principle
holds for * in a right neighbourhood of the eigenvalue *1 .
v Since higher order elliptic boundary value problems in general do
not satisfy a maximum principle it is not obvious that the conditions just
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mentioned can be satisfied. However, we will give some examples of such
boundary value problems for which these conditions are met.
The basic idea for anti-maximum type results is to split f in f1+ f2 where
f1=P,1 f and f2=(I&P,1) f, (1.4)
P,1 being an appropriate projection on the first eigenfunction ,1 , which has
to have a fixed sign. From f>0 it follows that f1=c,1>0. Solving (1.1)
one finds
u=
c
*1&*
,1+(&2&*)&10 f2 , (1.5)
and using that * [ (&2&*)&10 (I&P,1) is in C((&, *2); L(L
p (0);
C,1 (0 ))) for p>n, where C,1 (0 ) is the subspace of C(0 ) equipped with
the norm defined by
&u&,1=sup { |u(x)|,1 (x) ; x # 0= ,
one finds that for |*&*1 | small enough the sign of u in (1.5) equals the
sign of *&*1 . Since the sign of f in general does not imply a relation
between P,1 f and the L
p (0)-norm of (I&P,1) f one does not obtain a
uniform result for positive f in L p (0).
We need a positive first eigenfunction. In general one cannot expect a
maximum principle or even a positive first eigenfunction for higher order
elliptic equations except in two cases. The first type of examples appears
when the higher order equation can be written as a system of second order
elliptic equations with appropriate boundary conditions. The second family
of examples occurs when operator and domain are close to a polyharmonic
equation on a ball. Positivity results for polyharmonic equations on a ball
are established by Boggio [7]. We will restrict ourselves in the second case
to 0=B, a ball in Rn. Using recent results of Grunau and coauthor [16,
17] one expects a similar situation for small perturbations of domain and
operator.
Anti-maximum principles from an abstract point of view are considered
in a paper by Taka c [28]. Extensions of the anti-maximum principle for
second order operators, respectively including more general domains and
nonlinear elliptic operators, are established independently by Birindelli in
[6] and by Fleckinger et al. in [13].
The paper is organized as follows:
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 Section 2 contains our main results for general elliptic boundary
value problems assuming that appropriate positive eigenfunctions both for
the system and its adjoint exist, that is ,1 (x)c1 d(x, 0)mB and
,1*(x)c1* d(x, 0)mB*. The numbers mB and mB* will be defined in
Section 2. Secondly we give examples for which indeed such eigenfunctions
exist. The combination leads us to a uniform anti-maximum principle
(Corollary 6).
 In Section 3 we consider the functional analytic framework of the
system and its adjoint in order to prepare the elliptic estimates in a weak
setting.
 In Section 4 these regularity results are used for the contribution of
f2 . We obtain a AgmonDouglisNirenberg type estimate for * near *1 of
the form
&u2, *&Xs, pc2 & f2 &X s&2m, p ,
for s # (0, 2m), where X_, p is a Sobolev-type space. An imbedding Theorem
implies for s>mB+ np that
|u2, * (x)|c3 d(x, 0)mB &u2, *&Xs, p .
 The crucial theorem which makes our result uniform is established
in Section 5. Namely, for 2m&s>mB*+ nq with
1
p+
1
q=1, it follows that if
f 0 then
& f2&Xs&2m, pc4 &P,1 f & ,
where P,1 f is the appropriate projection on ,1 . We may choose s # (0, 2m)
satisfying both restrictions whenever mB*+mB+n<2m. Combining the
previous estimates we then find
u(x)=
1
*1&*
P,1 f (x)+u2, * (x){\
1
*1&*
&
c2 c3 c4
c1 + P,1 f (x),
\ 1*1&*+
c2 c3 c4
c1 + P,1 f (x),
(1.6)
implying the sign of u for |*1&*| sufficiently small.
 In the last section we will prove that indeed the conditions are
satisfied for some classes of boundary value problems.
 We conclude the paper with several appendixes.
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2. THE RESULTS
2.1. General Systems
In what follows we will assume that 0/Rn is bounded and the bound-
ary satisfies 0 # C.
We consider
{Au=*u+ f,Bu=0
in 0,
on 0,
(2.1)
with A an elliptic operator of order 2m and B=[B1 , ..., Bm] a system of
boundary operators and * # R. The operators A and B are defined by
Au= :
|:|2m
a: (x) \ x+
:
u, (2.2)
Bj u= :
|:| mj
bj, : (x) \ x+
:
u for j # [1, ..., m], (2.3)
where a: , bj, : are real-valued functions satisfying a: # C (0 ), bj, : # C (0),
mj<2m; for : a multi-index in Nn one defines (x):=>ni=1 (x i )
:i.
Notation. We shall denote by
(i) MB the largest order of the derivatives that appears in B;
(ii) mB the largest integer such that Bu=0 implies (n)k u=0 for
all k # [0, ..., mB&1].
Clearly MBmB&1 holds, with equality for the Dirichlet problem.
In a regular elliptic boundary value problem one finds that MB #
[m&1, 2m&1] and mB # [0, m].
Our general assumption on the pair (A, B) is:
Assumption 1. System (2.1) is a regular elliptic problem.
For the definition see [22; 29, Definition 5.2.1.4] or Appendix B.
Before we are able to state our second general assumption we need to
introduce the adjoint problem. The operators A* and B* in the adjoint
boundary value problem
{A*u=*u+ fB*u=0
in 0,
on 0,
(2.4)
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are defined as follows. If A is as in (2.2) then the differential operator A*
is given by the formal adjoint operator of A, that is,
A*v(x)= :
|:|2m
(&D): (a: (x) v(x)). (2.5)
The adjoint boundary operators are found in the following way. Since B
is normal one may extend B by m additional operators Bc such that
[B, Bc] is a normal system of 2m boundary operators, see [22, Chap. 2,
Theorem 2.1; or 29, Theorem 5.4.2]. For u, v # C (0 ) an integration by
parts yields in a unique way two sets of m operators B*, Bc* such that the
Green formula
|
0
Auv dx&|
0
u A*v dx=|
0
(Bu } Bc*v&Bcu } B*v) dx, (2.6)
holds, where } denotes the inner product in Rm. Although depending on
the choice of Bc the boundary operators B* uniquely determine the adjoint
system in the following sense. If Bc, 1 is another extension of B and B1* and
B*c, 1 are the corresponding operators, then for all v # C
 (0 )
B1* v=0 on 0  B*v=0 on 0. (2.7)
We recall that, see [29, Theorem 5.4.2; 22, Chap. 2, Theorems 2.1 and
2.2], the adjoint system (2.4) is a regular elliptic problem, if and only if
system (2.1) is a regular elliptic problem. Moreover, the following relation
between mB , mB* , MB and MB* holds.
Lemma 2.1. Let (2.1) be regular. Then it holds that
mB*+MB=mB+MB*=2m&1. (2.8)
Proof. By using the formula in (2.6) one finds as in [22, Chap. 2,
Theorem 2.1] that corresponding terms of Bj and B*c, j , respectively, Bc, j
and Bj* have orders that add up to 2m&1, that is, B having orders
[mj]mj=1 implies that Bc* has orders [2m&m j&1]
m
j=1 and hence does not
contain all orders strictly less then 2m&MB&1. Since [Bc*, B*] is a
normal system all boundary operators with these orders appear in B*
implying that mB*=2m&MB&1. K
Examples. Let m # N+ and set A=(&2)m. Then (2.1) will be regular
with each of the following sets of boundary conditions. We assume that
%1 , ..., %m # C (0) with each %1 , ..., %m either identical zero or strictly
positive. Here n denotes the outward normal derivative.
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(i) Bm, Dirichlet u={u, n u, \

n+
2
u, ..., \ n+
m&1
u= ;
(ii) Bm, Navier u=[u, 2u, 22u, ..., 2m&1u];
(iii) Bm, Robin u={\1+%1 n+ u, \1+%2

n+ 2u, ..., \1+%m

n+ 2m&1u= ;
(iv) Bm, D, m0 , D u=[Bm0 , Dirichletu, Bm&m0 , Dirichlet2
m0u]. (2.9)
Notice that Bm, Navier is a subcase of Bm, Robin .
We find that A*=(&2)m and for appropriate choices of Bc :
(i) B*m, Dirichlet=Bm, Dirichlet ;
(ii) B*m, Navier=Bm, Navier ;
(iii) B*m, Robin is of the same type as Bm, Robin , with %i*=%m+1&i for
all i=1, ..., m;
(iv) B*m, D, m0 , D=Bm, D, m&m0 , D .
The second assumption is concerned with the existence of an algebrai-
cally simple (in an appropriate sense) eigenvalue *1 for system (2.1) with
a corresponding positive eigenfunction .1 .
A function .1 # C (0 ) is called an eigenfunction with eigenvalue *1 for
the pair (A, B) if it satisfies
{A.=*1 .B.=0
in 0,
on 0.
(2.10)
The eigenvalue *1 is called geometrically simple if every solution . of (2.10)
is a multiple of .1 .
Our second general assumption reads as follows.
Assumption 2. There exists *1 # R which is a geometrically simple
eigenvalue both for (A, B) and (A*, B*), with corresponding eigenfunc-
tions .1 , respectively, .1* , satisfying .1 (x)>0 and .1*(x)>0 for all x # 0.
Remark 2.1. Since both eigenfunctions are strictly positive we may and
will assume that .1 and .1* are normalized such that
|
0
.1 ( y) .1*( y) dy=1 and &.1&L2(0)=&.1* &L2(0) . (2.11)
Remark 2.2. According to Lemma C.2 of Appendix C, Assumption 2
implies that *1 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue for the realization of
the boundary value problem in L p (0), 1<p<.
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In the theorems the distance function of x to the boundary 0 will
appear. This distance function is defined by
d(x, 0)= inf
y # 0
|x& y|. (2.12)
Before stating the main result we will mention a non-uniform result
which can be obtained under much weaker assumptions.
Proposition 2. Let (2.1) be such that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied.
Let mB be as above. Suppose that:
(a) for the eigenfunction .1 in Assumptions 2 there exists c1>0 such
that
.1 (x)c1 d(x, 0)mB for all x # 0; (2.13)
(b) mB+ np<2m.
Then for each f # L p (0) with
|
0
f ( y) .1*( y) dy>0 (2.14)
there exists $f>0 such that the following holds for the solution u of (2.18).
(i) If * # (*1&$f , *1), then there exists c>0 such that
u(x)c d(x, 0)mB>0 for all x # 0.
(ii) If * # (*1 , *1+$f), then there exists c>0 such that
u(x)&cd(x, 0)mB<0 for all x # 0.
(The proof is postponed to Subsection 5.2.)
Remark 2.3. The condition n<p that appears in [8, 27] for the
anti-maximum principle in the case of a second order Dirichlet problem
coincides with (b). Indeed for mB=m=1 condition (b) becomes np<1.
Remark 2.4. Observe that (2.14) may hold even if f changes sign. In the
second order case Hopf ’s maximum principle implies that if f is positive
conclusion (i) holds for all *<*1 .
Next we consider the uniform case:
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Theorem 3. Let (2.1) be such that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Let
mB and mB* be as above. Suppose that:
(aa) for the eigenfunction .1 there exists c1>0 such that
.1 (x)c1 d(x, 0)mB for all x # 0; (2.15)
the corresponding eigenfunction for the adjoint system is such that for some
c1*>0
.1*(x)c1* d(x, 0)mB* for all x # 0; (2.16)
(bb) mB+mB*+n<2m.
Then there exists $>0 such that for all f # C(0 ) with 0{ f0 the following
holds for the solution u of (2.18).
(i) If * # (*1&$, *1), then there exists c>0 such that
u(x)c d(x, 0)mB>0 for all x # 0.
(ii) If * # (*1 , *1+$), then there exists c>0 such that
u(x)&cd(x, 0)mB<0 for all x # 0.
(The proof is postponed to Subsection 5.2.)
Remark 2.5. A necessary condition for a uniform anti-maximum prin-
ciple to hold is that the Green function for some * be bounded. For the
Green function to be bounded n<2m is a necessary condition. Notice that
this is guaranteed by condition (bb). It will be necessary that the Green
function G(x, y) is bounded by a multiple of .1, (A, B) (x) .*1, (A*, B*)( y)
with .1 , .1* respectively the first eigenfunction of (2.1) and its adjoint (2.4).
For known explicit Green functions [17] one may show that such a bound
is equivalent with mB+mB*+n<2m. Note that this is exactly condition
(bb). If (bb) is not satisfied then we expect that a counterexample for the
uniform anti-maximum principle can be constructed by using similar
arguments as in [27]. Taka c in [28] studied anti-maximum principles
proceeding by the Green function. He uses that the resolvent is positive for
all *<<0 and satisfies the estimate &(A&*I )&1& M1+|*| which is the notion
of positivity also used by Triebel (see [29, Definition 1.14.1]). Such bounds
on the resolvent are implied by Assumption 1. The ‘‘pointwise’’ notion of
positivity for the resolvent operator for all *<<0 is satisfied only for
second order equations or cooperative systems of second order equations.
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Remark 2.6. For the examples above we have
mB MB (bb)
Bm, Dirichlet m m-1 false
Bm, Navier 1 2m&2 n<2m&2
Bm, Robin %1=0 and %m=0 1 2m&2 n<2m&2
%1>0 and %m=0 0 2m&2 n<2m&1
%1=0 and %m>0 1 2m&1 n<2m&1
%1>0 and %m>0 0 2m&1 n<2m
Bm, D, m0 , D m0 m+m0 &1 n<m
(2.17)
2.2. Systems That Have an Appropriate First Eigenfunction
We will show that condition (aa) is satisfied for a large class of boundary
value problems. We consider A=(&2)m:
{(&2)
m u=*u+ f
Bu=0
in 0,
on 0.
(2.18)
The first type of boundary conditions are those for which the system can
be written as a system of second order equations. Bm, Robin (and hence
Bm, Navier) is of this type. We shall refer to these by Case I.
Proposition 4. Let A=(&2)m and assume that B is as in (2.9), (iii)
with %i # C (0) and each %i either identical zero or strictly positive. Then
Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and the eigenfunction .1 satisfies:
(i) if %1=0 then there exists some constants c1 , c2>0 such that
c1 d(x, 0).1 (x)c2 d(x, 0) for all x # 0; (2.19)
(ii) if %1 (x)c>0 then there exists some constants c1 , c2>0 such
that
c1.1 (x)c2 for all x # 0. (2.20)
(The proof is postponed to Subsection 6.3.)
The second type of boundary conditions that we can handle can be
described as poly Dirichlet:
Bu=[Bm1 , Dirichletu, Bm2 , Dirichlet2
m1u, ..., Bmk , Dirichlet2
m1+m2+ } } } +mk&1u].
(2.21)
Systems of this type will be referred to by Case II.
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In order to have an appropriate eigenfunction the domain should be
equal or close to a ball. Indeed, for general domains the system in (2.18)
with B=Bm, D, m0 , D does not have a first eigenfunction which is positive.
See the results for B2, Dirchlet of Coffman and Duffin in [911]. For 0 a ball
a result of Boggio in [7] implies that the first eigenfunction does satisfy the
estimate in (2.22). Recently Grunau and the coauthor [18] obtained
results that showed that the first eigenfunction remained positive under
some small perturbations of the domain. It does not state the estimate
(2.22), but a careful observation of the proof will yield this estimate.
Proposition 5. Suppose that 0=B, a ball in Rn, and that B is as in
(2.21) with m1+ } } } +mk=m. Then Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and the
corresponding eigenfunction .1 satisfies for some c1 , c2>0
c1 d(x, 0)m1.1 (x)c1 d(x, 0)m1 for all x # 0. (2.22)
(The proof is postponed to Subsection 6.3.)
In the examples which are considered in Propositions 4 and 5 inverse
positivity results hold for 0*<*1 , that is, if f is positive then u is
positive. Such results are often referred to as ‘‘maximum principle’’ type
results.
2.3. Uniform Anti-maximum Principle
The combination of the theorem and the propositions above leads to the
following corollary.
Corollary 6 (Uniform Anti-maximum Principle). Suppose that the
conditions of either Proposition 4 or 5 are satisfied and that condition (bb)
of Theorem 3 holds.
Then there exists $>0 such that for all f # C(0 ) with 0 f{0 and
*1<*<*1+$ the solution u of (2.18) satisfies for some cu>0 the estimate
u(x)<&cu d(x, 0)mB for all x # 0.
Remark 2.7. It follows that the corresponding Green’s function for
* # (*1 , *1+$) is nonpositive. In particular for any nonnegative f (say in
L p (0) for some p>0) the corresponding solution u is nonpositive.
Examples. Recalling the results from the table in (2.17) we find a
uniform anti-maximum principle for A=(&2)m and
(i) B=Bm, Navier , 0/Rn bounded and smooth, if n<2m&2;
(ii) B=Bm, Robin , with %1>0 and %n>0, 0/Rn bounded and
smooth, if n<2m;
(iii) B=Bm, D, m0 , D , 0=B/R
n a ball, if n<m.
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3. SOLVING THE SYSTEM IN STRONG AND WEAK SENSE
The aim of this section is to recall and establish some regularity results
concerning the strong and the weak formulations of the regular elliptic
problem (2.1). By using extrapolation and interpolation techniques, (see
[22, Chap. 2] for general elliptic operators in the Hilbert space case; see
[3] for the second order case in L p-setting; the general case in L p-setting
is announced for [4, Vol. 2]) we obtain an intermediate result which is
needed to establish a uniform anti-maximum principle. In particular we
shall use a formulation where the boundary conditions are satisfied in a
strong sense although the right hand side of the differential equation will
be a distribution (Theorem 13).
We start be recalling a solvability result in the C -framework which will
be used later on.
3.1. Solvability in C (0 )
Let (A, B) satisfy Assumption 1, let (A*, B*) be the adjoint system
and let f # C (0 ). We are interested in the solvability of problem (2.1).
The following holds (see [22, Chap. 2, Proposition 5.3]).
Theorem 7. Let f # C (0 ). Problem (2.1) has at least one solution
u # C (0 ) if and only if the condition
|
0
fv dx=0
holds for all v # C (0 ) such that (A*&*) v=0, B*v=0.
Before considering the solvability of (2.1) in appropriate L p-type spaces,
the so-called Bessel potential spaces, we recall some definitions and
properties.
3.2. Bessel Potential Spaces
For convenience we recall the definitions of standard Bessel potential
spaces and corresponding spaces associated with boundary conditions.
We assume that p, q # (1, ) with 1p+
1
q=1. The Bessel potential spaces
on Rn are defined by
H s, p (Rn)=[u # S$(Rn); &F&1 (1+|!|2)s2 Fu&LLp<], (3.1)
where S$(Rn) is the set of tempered distributions and F the Fourier trans-
form; see [29].
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Let 0 be a bounded domain in Rn with 0 # C. For s # R the Bessel-
potential spaces on 0 are defined by (see [29, Definition 4.2.1])
H s, p (0)=[u= g |0 ; g # H
s, p (Rn)],
with
&u&H s, p(0)= inf
g # H s, p(Rn)
&g&H s, p(Rn) . (3.2)
For k # N we have Hk, p (0)=Wk, p (0), where Wk, p (0) is the usual
Sobolev space equipped with &u&Wk, p= |:| k &D:u&Wk, p .
Two types of subspaces of functions that vanish on 0 in an appropriate
sense are
H s, p0 (0)=C

0 (0)
& }&H s, p(0) (closure in H s, p (0)) (3.3)
and
H s, p (0)=[u # H s, p (Rn); supp u/0 ]. (3.4)
For sake of completeness let us recall the definition of support. For
continuous functions, say f # C(Rn), the support is defined by
supp( f )=[x # Rn; f (x){0]. (3.5)
The support of a generalized function is defined as follows (see, e.g., [31,
p. 62]). A distribution $ # C 0 (R
n)$ is said to vanish on an open set O/Rn
if $( f )=0 for all f # C 0 (R
n) with supp( f )/O. The support of $ is defined
by
supp($)=the smallest closed set F/Rn such that $ vanishes on Rn"F.
(3.6)
If $ can be represented by a continuous function f one has supp($)=
supp( f ).
In Triebel [29, Theorem 4.8.1] the following duality results are stated:
H&s, p (0)=(H s, q (0))$.
Moreover in [29, Theorem 4.3.2] one finds
if s&
1
p
0 then H s, p (0)=H s, p (0),
if &1<s&
1
p
 N then H s, p (0)=H s, p0 (0).
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Related spaces corresponding to other boundary conditions B are defined
in [29, Definition 4.3.3.2]. The space
H s, pB (0)=[u # H
s, p (0); Bu=0 on 0] (3.7)
is well defined if MB , the largest order derivative that appears in B, is
strictly less then s& 1p . Indeed, if s>MB+
1
p then Bi : H
s, p (0)  L p (0),
i=1, ..., m are bounded linear operators, see [29, Theorem 4.7.1].
Moreover, H s, pB (0) is a Banach-space as a closed subspace of H
s, p (0).
Finally we mention that for p # (1, ) and s # (m&1+ 1p , m+
1
p)
H s, pBm, Dirichlet (0)=H
s, p
0 (0), (3.8)
where Bm, Dirichlet is defined in (2.9). Again we refer to [29, Theorem 4.7.1].
3.3. Some Notations
In the sequel clarity will greatly benefit from an accurate notation:
pairing ( } , } ) : L p_Lq  R defined by (u, v)=0 u(x) v(x) dx for
u # L p, v # Lq;
imbedding jp : H 2m, pB  L
p defined by ( jpu)(x)=u(x) for u # H 2m, pB ,
x # 0;
isometry ip : L p  (Lq)$ defined by (ipu)(v)=(u, v) for u # L p, v # Lq;
imbedding j $q : (L
q)$  (H 2m, qB* )$ defined by ( j $q U )(v)=U( jqv) for
U # (Lq)$, v # H 2m, qB* .
Here we used 1q+
1
p=1 and H
s, p
B =H
s, p
B (0). The operator ip is an isometric
isomorphism. For a linear operator T: X  Y we denote by T $ the dual
operator T $: Y$  X$ which is defined by
(T $U )(v)=U(Tv) for U # Y$, v # X.
An element u of H 2m, pB is a function and if there is no ambivalence we will
denote the function jpu # L p also by u.
3.4. Realization in L p (0)
In this subsection we shall consider the realization A of the operator
(A, B) in L p (0) and of its adjoint in Lq (0), where 1p+
1
q=1 and p, q>1.
We define the unbounded operator A: D(A)/L p  L p by
D(A)=H 2m, pB and Au=Au for u # D(A). (3.9)
It appears that under Assumption 1 the realization of the operator
(A*, B*) in Lq (0) is the adjoint of A. In the following we summarize the
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properties of the operator A which will be used later on. We will also use
the bounded operator A0=A b jp : H 2m, pB  L
p.
Theorem 8. Let the pair (A, B) satisfy Assumption 1 and let A be as
above. We have:
(i) For all r>0 there exists c>0 such that for all u # H 2m, pB the
following holds
&u&H 2m+r, pc(&Au&Hr, p+&u&H r, p). (3.10)
(ii) If u # D(A) and Au # Hl, p for some l # N+, then u # H2m+l, p.
(iii) The operator A is densely defined, closed, and has closed range
R(A).
(iv) The null space N(A) is finite dimensional, contained in C (0 ),
and independent of p.
(v) The adjoint operator A* in Lq (0) satisfies D(A*)=H 2m, pB* and
A*v=A*v for v # D(A*). If moreover Assumption 2 is satisfied, then
(vi) dim N(A&*1)=dim N(A*&*1)=1.
(vii) There exists $>0 such that for 0<|*&*1 |<$ we have * # \(A).
Proof. Parts (i)(v) can be found in [22] for p=2 or, e.g., in [29]
for other values of p. For a sketch of the proof see Appendix C.
Part (vi). Since N(A&*1)/C  (0 ) and the only C (0 )-solutions
are multiples of .1 we have dim N(A&*1)=1. Since A* is also the realiza-
tion of (A*, B*) in Lq it follows from (iv)(v) that dim N(A*&
*1)/C (0 ) and hence by Assumption 2 that dim N(A*&*1)=1.
Part (vii). Let A0=A b jp . We have (A0&*1 jp) .1=0, dim N(A0&
*1 jp)=1 and since R(A&*1)==N(A*&*1) it follows that
codim R(A0&*1 jp)=codim R(A&*1)=1.
Since (.1 , .1*){0 we have .1  R(A0&*1 jp). Hence, see Definition A.1,
.1 is a jp -simple eigenvalue of A0 . The result follows from Theorem A.3. K
3.5. Extrapolation
For the extrapolation procedure we will use the adjoint operator A*. Let
A0* denote the bounded operator
A0* :=(A*)0=A* b jq : H 2m, qB*  L
q.
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The weak formulation of the differential equation becomes: let F # (H 2m, qB* )$
and find U # (Lq)$ such that
U((A0*&*jq)(v))=F(v) for all v # H 2m, qB* (3.11)
which we may rewrite as ((A0*)$&*j $q) U=F. The extension of A0=A b jp
is defined by
A&1 :=(A0*)$ : (Lq)$  (H 2m, qB* )$.
For u # L p, the image A&1 b ip (u) lies in (H 2m, qB* )$ and for all v # H
2m, q
B* we
have
(A&1 b ip (u))(v)=(ipu)(A0*(v))=|
0
u A*v dx. (3.12)
Hence (3.11) can be rewritten as
|
0
u (A*&*) v dx=F(v) for all v # H 2m, qB* . (3.13)
We have:
Theorem 9. Assume that (A, B) are such that (2.1) forms a regular
system and let A be defined as in (3.9). Assume that * # \(A).
Then for every F # (H 2m, qB* )$ one and only one U # (L
q)$ exists for which
(3.11) holds. Moreover, there exists c*>0, independent of F, such that
&i&1p U&L pc* sup [F(v); v # H
2m, q
B* , &v&H 2m, q1]. (3.14)
Proof. If (A, B) is regular elliptic then also the formal adjoint
(A*, B*) is regular elliptic. Since the realization A* of (A*, B*) is indeed
the adjoint of A (see Theorem 8) we find that A and A* have the same
spectrum. We may use Theorem 8 for (A*, B*) and solve
{A*v=*v+ gB*v=0
in 0,
on 0,
(3.15)
for any g # Lq to find v # H 2m, qB* with &v&H2m, qc~ *&g&L q . The estimate in
(3.14) follows from duality. K
In remains to show that A&1 is indeed an extension of A0 , that is
A&1 b i&1p extends ip b A0 . It is sufficient to show that for some * # \(A) and
every f # L p the functions
u=(A0&*I)&1f and u~ =i&1p b (A&1&*I )
&1 b j $q b ip f
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coincide. Note that u~ is the unique function in L p (0) such that
|
0
u~ (A*&*) v dx=(ip f )( jqv) for all v # H 2m, qB* (0).
Since u=(A0&*I )&1 f # H 2m, pB (0) an integration by part shows
|
0
u (A*&*) v dx=|
0
(A&*) uv dx=|
0
fv dx
=(ip f )( jqv) for all v # H 2m, qB* (0)
and hence u=u~ .
4. THE SYSTEM NEAR THE FIRST EIGENVALUE
4.1. Projection on the First Eigenfunction
The eigenfunctions .1 of A and .1* of A* are assumed to be normalized
such that
&.1&L p=&.1*&L q and |
0
.1 (x) .1*(x) dx=1. (4.16)
By Assumption 2, *1 is a jp -simple eigenvalue of A0 and a jq-simple eigen-
value of A0*. See Appendix A. By duality we have that *1 is a j $q-simple
eigenvalue of A&1 . The jp -, jq - and j $q-eigenfunctions are respectively
.1 # H 2m, pB , .1* # H
2m, q
B* and 81=ip b jp .1 # (L
q)$. The corresponding pro-
jections for A0 as in Theorem A.3 are P0 : L p  L p and P1 : H 2m, pB  H
2m, p
B
defined by
P0 f =( f, .1*) jp.1 for all f # L p, (4.17)
P1u=( jpu, .1*) .1 for all u # H 2m, pB . (4.18)
In a similar way we may define projections P 0 : (H 2m, qB* )$  (H
2m, q
B* )$ and
P 1 : (Lq)$  (Lq)$ by
P 0F=F(.1*) j $q b 81 for all F # (H
2m, q
B* )$, (4.19)
P 1 U=U( jq .1*) 81 for all U # (Lq)$. (4.20)
Notice that for F # (H 2m, qB* )$ and v # H
2m, q
B*
(P 0F )(v)=F(.1*) (.1 , jqv) for F # (H 2m, qB* )$ and v # H
2m, q
B* ,
(P 1U )(g)=U( jq.1*) (.1 , g) for U # (Lq)$ and g # Lq.
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The projections P0 and P 1 are related through ip b P0=P 1 b ip ,
(P 1 b ip f )(g)=( f, .1*) (.1 , g) =(ip b P0 f )(g) for f # L p and g # Lq.
Let us summarize the results in the following scheme.
H 2m, pB ww
A0&*jp
Lp &
ip
(Lq)$ www
A&1&*j $p
(H 2m, qB* )$
& & & &
N(P1) wwww
isomorphism
R(A0&*1 jp)=N(P0) & N(P 1) wwww
isomorphism
R(A&1&*1 j $q)=N(P 0)
   
R(P1) wwww span[.1]=R(P0) & R(P 1) wwww span[ j $q b ip (.1)]=R(P 0)
As a consequence of Theorem A.3 we find:
Corollary 10. There exist c>0 and $>0 such that for |*&*0 |<$ the
following holds.
(i) For all f # L p with ( f, .1*) =0 there exists a unique u* # H 2m, pB
with (u* , .1*) =0 such that (A0&*jp) u*= f and moreover
&u*&H 2m, pc & f &L p .
(ii) For all F # (H 2m, qB* )$ with F(.1*)=0 there exists a unique
U* # (Lq)$ with U* (.1*)=0 such that (A&1&*j $q) U*=F and moreover
&U*&(L q)$c &F& (HB *2m , q)$ .
Remark 4.1. In a formulation closer to the differential equation the
second statement means: for every bounded linear form F # (H 2m, qB* )$ with
F(.1*)=0 there exists a unique u* # L p with (u* , .1*)=0 such that
|
0
u* (x)(A*&*) v(x) dx=F(v) for all v # H 2m, qB* .
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Moreover,
&u*&L pc sup[F(v); v # H 2m, qB* and &v&H 2m, q1].
4.2. Interpolation
We will use interpolation results for Bessel-potential space with bound-
ary conditions. These kind of results are due to Grisvard [15], for real
interpolation, and Seeley [26], for the complex interpolation.
Lemma 11. Let s # (0, 2m) with s& 1p  N. For %=
s
2m it follows that
[L p, H 2m, pB ]s2m=H
s, p
[Bj # B; mj<s&1p]
. (4.21)
For s # (MB+ 1p , 2m) with s&
1
p  N we find [L
p, H 2m, pB ]%=H
s, p
B and
[(H 2m, qB* )$, (L
q)$]%=H s&2m, p.
Proof. By results of Seeley (see [25; 26; 29, Theorem 4.3.3]) one finds
if s& 1p  N that (4.21) holds. Hence by our definition of MB and mB we
have for 0<_<1 that
if 2m_>MB+
1
p
, then [L p, H 2m, pB ]_=H
2m_, p
B ,
if 2m_<mB+
1
p
, then [L p, H 2m, pB ]_=H
2m_, p
0 ,
where we refer to (3.8) for the second identity.
The first identity implies with %=_= s2m and s&
1
p  N that
if s>MB+
1
p
then [L p, H 2m, pB ]%=H
s, p
B . (4.22)
For the last claim we proceed as follows. Since [X$, Y$]%=[X, Y]$% (see
[29, Lemma 1.11.3]) it is sufficient to identify [H 2m, qB* , L
q]% for %= s2m . By
(4.21) we find, assuming 2m%+ 1q  N, that
[H 2m, qB* , L
q]%=H 2m(1&%), q[B*j # B*; mj<2m(1&%)&1q] .
We have 2m%=s and since s>MB+ 1p it follows that 2m(1&%)&
1
q<
2m&MB& 1p&
1
q=mB* and moreover that 2m(1&%)&
1
q=2m&1&(s&
1
p)
 N, implying
H 2m(1&%), q[B*j # B*; mj<2m(1&%)&1q]=H
2m(1&%), q
0 .
Since H 2m(1&%), q0 =H
2m(1&%), q for 2m(1&%)& 1q  N (see [29, Theorem
4.3.2.1]) the proof of Lemma 11 is complete. K
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Proposition 12. Let X, X1 , and X2 be Banach spaces such that X1 , X2
are continuously imbedded in X. Let P: X  X be a bounded linear operator
satisfying P=P2. Moreover, assume P(Xi)/Xi and P |Xi : X i  Xi is con-
tinuous (i=1, 2). Let % # (0, 1). Then
[X1 & P(X ), X2 & P(X )]%=[X1 , X2]% & P(X ).
Remark 4.2. The Banach space Xi & P(X ) is considered as a subspace
of Xi , that is, equipped with the Xi -norm. Similarly, [X1 , X2]% & P(X ) is
considered to be equipped with the [X1 , X2]%-norm.
For general interpolation functors the result is due to [5] and can also
be found in [29, Theorem 1.17.1.1]. Indeed, following the notation of [29],
X1+X2=[x # X; _xi # Xi s.t. x=x1+x2],
&x&X1+X2=inf[&x1&X1+&x2 &X2 ; x=x1+x2 , xi # Xi],
is a Banach space. Take B=P(X1+X2), equipped with the & }&X1+X2 -norm.
Since P(X1+X2)/X1+X2 we have Xi & P(X )=Xi & P(X1+X2) and may
apply [29, Theorem 1.17.1.1] using complex interpolation. K
We conclude this section by interpolating the two results in Corollary 10.
Theorem 13. Let s # (0, 2m) and s& 1p  N, then there exists c>0 and
$>0 such that for all * # R with |*&*1 |<$ and F # (H2m&s, q[B*j # B*; mj<2m&s&1q])$
with F(.1*)=0 the following holds.
(i) There exists a unique u* # H s, p[Bj # B; mj<s&1p] with (u* , .1*) =0
for which (3.13) holds.
(ii) Moreover,
&u*&H s, pc&F&H s&2m if s2m&mB* ,
(4.23)
&u*&H s, pc&F&(H 2m&s, q & H 0mB* , q)$ if s2m&mB* .
Remark 4.3. For s2m&mB* the norm of F is defined by
&F&(H2m&s, q & H 0mB* , q)$=sup[F(v); v # H
2m&s, q & H mB*, q0 with &v&H2m&s, q1].
Proof. The operator T&1, * :=(A&1&*j $q) b ip : L
p  (H 2m, qB* )$ is an
extension of T0, * :=ip b (A0&*jp) : H 2m, pB  (L
q)$ in the sense that
j $q b T0, *=T&1, * b jp . By interpolation we define for % # (0, 1) the inter-
mediate operator
T&%, * : [L p, H 2m, pB ]%  [(H
2m, q
B* )$, (L
q)$]% .
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Let P0 , P1 , P 0 and P 1 be as in the previous section and we interpolate
between
S&1, * := ((A&1&*j $q) b ip) |N(P0) : N(P0)  N(P 0),
S0, * := (ip b (A0&*jp)) |N(P1) : N(P1)  N(P 1),
and define the intermediate operator
S&%, * : [N(P0), N(P1)]%  [N(P 0), N(P 1)]% . (4.11)
Since
N(P0)=L p & P0 (Lp) and (P 0)=(H 2m, qB* )$ & P 0 ((H
2m, q
B* )$),
N(P1)=H 2m, pB & P0 (Lp) and N(P 1)=(L
q)$ & P 0 ((H 2m, qB* )$),
we may use Proposition 12 to find that
[N(P0), N(P1)]%=[L p, H 2m, pB ]% & P0 (Lp) (4.25)
and
[N(P 0), N(P 1)]%=[(H 2m, qB* )$, (L
q)$]% & P 0 ((H 2m, qB* )$). (4.26)
Using Lemma 11 we have for %= s2m that
[L p, H 2m, pB ]%=H
s, p
[Bj # B; mj<s&1p]
and
[(H 2m, qB* )$, (L
q)$]%=(H 2m&s, q[B*j # B*; mj<2m&s&1q])$.
For all |*&*0 |<$ Corollary 4.7 implies that *  S&%, * is analytic and
hence shows
&u*&H s, p=&u*&H s, p[Bj # B; mj<s&1p]c &F&(H
2m&s, q
[B*j # B*; mj<2m&s&1q]
)$ .
Since for 2m&smB* one has H 2m&s, q[B*j # B*; mj<2m&s&1q]/H
2m&s, q & HmB* , q0
it follows that
&F&(H 2m&s, q[Bj* # B*; mj<2m&s&1q])$
&F&(H 2m&s, q & H
0
m
B*, q)$ .
For 2m&smB* the claim results from H 2m&s, q[B*j # B*; mj<2m&s&1q]=
H 2m&s, q0 . K
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5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
5.1. The Link between Positivity and a Sobolev Type Estimate
In this section we will show that for positive f we may estimate a norm,
in a negative Bessel-potential space, of ( f &P0 f ) by the projection of f on
the first eigenvalue.
Theorem 14. Let p, q # (1, ) with 1p+
1
q=1, f # L
p and suppose that
s # R+ satisfies
s&
n
q
>mB* . (5.1)
Also assume that (2.16) holds: .1*(x)c1 d(x, 0)mB* .
Then there exists c2>0 such that for all f # L p (0) with f 0,
& f&P0 f &H &s, pc2 ( f, .1*) . (5.2)
Writing f =P0 f &fe , it follows from f0 that feP0 f. By a Sobolev
imbedding, see [1], we find using (5.1) that H s, q (0)/C mB* (0 ).
Moreover, by Lemma D.1 one finds that there exists a uniform constant cC
such that for all x # 0 and all  # H s, q(0) & H mB* , q0 (0) with &&Hs, q=1
one has
|(x)|cC d(x, 0)mB*c* .1*(x).
In the last inequality we used (2.16) and denoted c*=cC c1 . Consequently
we find for such  that
( fe , ) =( fe , +c* .1*)=|
0
fe (+c* .1*) dx
(since +c* .1*0 we are able to use feP0 f )
|
0
P0 f (+c* .1*) dx=( f, .1*) |
0
.1 (+c* .1*) dx
(since .1>0 we may use c* .1*)
( f, .1*) |
0
.1 (2c* .1*) dx=2c*( f, .1*).
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Collecting the above it follows that
& fe&(H s, q & H
0
m
B*
, q)$=sup {|0 fe  dx;  # H s, q & H mB* , q0 , &&Hs, q=1=
2c* ( f, .1*) ,
which completes the proof of the theorem. K
5.2. Conclusion for Proposition 2 and Theorem 3
Proof of Proposition 2. For f # L p (0) we have f =( f, .1*) .1& fe and
the corresponding solution is, as stated in (1.5),
u=
( f, .1*)
*1&*
.1&(A0&*)&1 fe .
By the previously stated result ue, *=(A0&*)&1 fe # H 2m, pB for |*&*0 |<$.
Condition (b) states that 2m&mB& np>0. Since 2m&
1
p>mB we have
ue, *= n ue, *= } } } =(

n)
mB&1 ue, *=0 on 0 in L p (0). Moreover,
Lemma D.1 and Corollary 10 yields with cfe=c &ue, * &H 2m, pc~ & fe&L p that
|((A0&*)&1 fe)(x)|cfe d(x, 0)
mB
implying (1.6) and hence the result stated in Theorem 2. K
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 14 we find that if
2m&s&
n
q
>mB* (5.3)
holds, then & fe&Hs&2m, pc1 c2 (.1*, f ) .
Denote again ue, *=((&2)m&*)&1B fe . Assume s2m&mB* and
s& 1p  N. By Theorem 13 we have if for all * with |*&*1 | small enough
that
&ue, *&H s, pc3& fe &(H2m&s, q & H 0mB* , q)$ .
By Lemma D.1 we have for
s&
n
p
>mB (5.4)
that there exists c>0 independent of ue, * such that
|ue, * (x)|c &ue, *&Hs, p d(x, 0)mB.
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Collecting the above we find that if
mB+
n
p
<s<2m&mB*&
n
q
(5.5)
then
|ue, * (x)|c c3 & fe&(H2m&s, q & H
0
m
B*
, q)$ d(x, 0)mB.
Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
s # [0, 2m] satisfying (5.5) is mB+mB*+n<2m. This condition is satisfied
by assumption. Note that we may choose s such that both (5.5) and
s& 1p  N holds. K
6. PROOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF
AN APPROPRIATE EIGENFUNCTION
In this section we will prove Propositions 4 and 5. First we verify
Assumption 1 for Cases I and II.
6.1. Regular Boundary Value Problem
Lemma 15 (Case I). The system in (2.18) with B as in (2.9)-(iii) and
%i # C (0) such that each %i is either identical zero or strictly positive, is
a regular elliptic problem.
Proof. The first two conditions of Definition B.1 (properly elliptic and
normal) are immediate. It remains to show that ((&2)m, B) satisfies the
complementary condition. The symbol of A=(&2)m used with !+{’,
with !, ’ # Rn and { # R, is decomposed as:
|!+{’|2m=a+ (x; !, ’, {) a& (x; !, ’, {)
where
a\ (x; !, ’, {)=\ |’| {+(’, !)|’| i
- |!|2 |’|2&(’, !) 2
|’| +
m
.
The top-order symbol for the boundary condition Bju=0 used with
!x+{&x , where !x tangential and &x the outside normal direction at x # 0,
is
pj (x; !x , &x , {)={ |!x+{&x |
2j&2
% j (x) |!x+{&x | 2j&2 { |&x |
if % j=0,
if %j>0.
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Since |!x+{&x |2j&2=({+i |!x | ) j&1 ({&i |!x | ) j&1 and a+ (x; !x , &x , {)=
({&i |!x | )m it follows by m> j&1 that the set [ pj (x; !x , &x , } )]mj=1 is inde-
pendent modulo a+ (x; !x , &x , {). Hence the complementary condition is
satisfied. K
Lemma 16 (Case II). The system in (2.18) with B as in (2.21) is a
regular elliptic problem.
Proof. Again the first two conditions of Definition B.1 are immediate.
The (top-order) symbol for the boundary conditions Bmj , Dirichlet u=0
applied to !x+{&x with !x tangential and &x the outside normal direction,
are
pm1+ } } } +mj&1+1 (x; !x , &x , {)=({
2+|!x | 2)m1+ } } } +mj&1,
pm1+ } } } +mj&1+2 (x; !x , &x , {)={ ({
2+|!x | 2)m1+ } } } +mj&1,
b
pm1+ } } } +mj&1+mj (x; !x , &x , {)={
mj&1 ({2+|!x | 2)m1+ } } } +mj&1,
and {2+|!x | 2=({+i |!x | )({&i |!x | ). The highest order symbol is
pm (x; !x , &x , {)={mk&1 ({+i |!x | )m1+ } } } +mk&1 ({&i |!x | )m1+ } } } +mk&1.
Since a+ (x; !x , &x , {)=({&i |!x | )m1+ } } } +mk it follows that the set
[ pj (x; !x , &x , } )]mj=1 is independent modulo a
+ (x; !x , &x , {). K
6.2. Reformulation of the Problem
Let p, q # (1, ) with 1p+
1
q=1. In order to verify Assumption 2 it will be
convenient to rewrite the operator A as a product of (unbounded)
operators Ai , i=1, ..., }, which are realizations in L p of lower order
operators (Ai , Bi), i=1, ..., }.
Case I. Let A be the realization in L p of ((&2)m, Bm, Robin) defined in
(2.9). Set Ai the realization in L p of (Ai , Bi), where Ai=&2 and
Bi=(1+%i n), i=1, ..., }=m. Notice that mi=1 and mBi=0 if % i>0. If
%i=0 we have mBi=1.
Case II. Let A be the realization in L p of ((&2)m, B) with B defined
in (2.21). Set Ai the realization in L p of (Ai , Bi), where Ai=(&2)mi and
Bi=Bmi , Dirichlet , i=1, ..., }=k. Here mBi=mi .
Notice that in both cases the pairs (Ai , Bi), i=1, ..., }, satisfy Assump-
tion 1. Moreover we have Ai=Ai* and we may choose Bi*=Bi ,
i=1, ..., }.
We have:
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Lemma 17. Let p and Ai , i=1, ..., }, be as above. Then 0 # \(Ai) and
A&1i is compact. Moreover, if p>n then for all f # L
p with 0{ f0 there
exist bf , cf>0 such that
bf d(x, 0)mBi(A&1i f )(x)cf d(x, 0)
mBi in 0. (6.1)
Proof. In view of Theorem 8(iv), (v) and (Ai , Bi)=(Ai*, Bi*) we have
N(Ai)=N(Ai*)/C (0 ). An integration by parts shows that u # N(Ai)
implies u=0. From Theorem 8(iii) and (v) it follows that 0 # \(Ai). The
compactness of A&1i follows from Theorem 8(i) and the compact imbed-
ding of H 2mi , p in L p.
Let p>n and f # L p with 0{ f0. Set u(x)=(A&1i f )(x). By standard
regularity results we find that u # H2mi , p and hence by Sobolev imbedding
u # C2mi&1 (0 ). We distinguish three cases.
(i) Ai=&2 and Bi u=(1+%i n) u, then m i=1, mBi=0. We claim
that u(x)=(A&1i f )(x)>0 in 0 and proceed by contradiction. Indeed sup-
pose that u(x0)0 for some x0 # 0 . Since p>n we have that u # C1 (0 ).
Lemma E.1 implies that infx # 0 u(x)=minx # 0 u(x) and hence we may
assume that x0 # 0 and u(x0)=minx # 0 u(x). From n u(x0)0 it follows
that
\1+% i n+ u(x0)0. (6.2)
If u(x0)<0 then (6.2) is strict and we have a contradiction. If u(x0)=0 the
version of Hopf ’s boundary point lemma in Lemma E.1 implies n u(x0)>0
and hence again a contradiction.
The bound from above follows form u # C(0 ).
(ii) Ai=&2 and Biu=u, then mi=1, mBi=1. By Lemma E.1 one
finds that since u # C1 (0 ) it satisfies n u(x)>0 for all x # 0. Hence there
is c>0 such that u(x)c d(x, 0). The estimate from above follows from
u |0=0 and u # C
1 (0 ).
(iii) Ai=(&2)mi and Biu=[u, n u, (

n)
2 u, ..., ( n)
mi&1 u], then
mBi=mi . By the explicit integral formula of Boggio (see [7, 17]) for 0=B
one finds that there are cmi , n such that the Green function satisfies
G(x, y)>0 for x, y # 0 and even
|x& y|2mi&n min \1, \d(x) d( y)|x& y|2 +
mi
+ if 2mi<n,
G(x, y)cmi , n{ log \1+\d(x) d( y)|x& y|2 +mi+ if 2mi=n,(d(x) d( y))mi&n2 min \1, \d(x) d( y)|x& y|2 +n2+ if 2mi>n,
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where d(x)=d(x, 0). Hence there exists c=c(diam 0, mi , n) such that
G(x, y)cd(x, 0)mi d( y, 0)mi for all x, y # 0,
and u(x)=B G(x, y) f ( y) dy with 0{ f 0 implies u(x)cf d(x, 0)mi
for some cf >0. The estimate from above follows from Bi u=0 and
u # Cmi (0 ). K
Proposition 18. Let p # (1, ) and let A be as in Case I or Case II.
Then 0 # \(A) and A&1 is compact. Moreover, if p>n then for all f # L p with
0{ f0 there exists bf , cf >0 such that
bf d(x, 0)mB(A&1f )(x)cf d(x, 0)mB in 0. (6.3)
Proof. Let Ai , i=1, ..., } be as above. Let f # L p and set
u~ =A&11 b A
&1
2 b A
&1
3 b } } } b A
&1
} f,
which is well defined by the previous lemma. By a repeated use of Theorem
8 we find that u~ # H 2m, p. Since A1u~ =A&12 b A
&1
3 b } } } b A
&1
} f it follows
that B1 u~ =0. Similarly A2 b A1u~ =A&13 b } } } b A
&1
} f implies B2A1 u~ =0 etc.
and it follows that Au~ = f and Bu~ =[B1u~ , B2 A1u~ , ..., B}A}&1 } } } A1 u~ ]
=0. We have u~ # H 2m, pB and Au~ = f, meaning f # R(A). Since R(A)=L
p we
find N(A*)=[0].
Since (A*, B*) is of similar type we also find R(A*)=Lq implying
N(A)=[0]. Together R(A)=L p and N(A)=[0] imply that 0 # \(A).
Similarly 0 # \(A*).
Since 0 # \(A) and Au~ = f it follows that u~ =A&1f, that is,
A&1=A&11 b A
&1
2 b A
&1
3 b } } } b A
&1
} .
The compactness of A&1 follows from the compactness of A&1i .
Let p>n and f # L p with 0{ f0. Since mB=mB1 the estimate in (6.3)
follows from the strong positivity of A&1i , i=2, ..., } and the estimate in
(6.5) for A&11 . K
Remark 6.1. It follows from the proof that
A&1=(A*} )
&1 b (A*}&1)
&1 b (A*}&2)
&1 b } } } b (A1*)&1. (6.4)
6.3. Conclusion
Proof of Proposition 4, respectively 5. By Lemmas 15 and 16, Assumption
1 is satisfied.
By Proposition 18 we have 0 # \(A) and A&1 compact. Now let p>n.
Then the operator A&1 is d( } , 0)mB-bounded and hence Theorem F.2
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implies that its spectral radius &(A&1) is a geometrically simple eigenvalue
and that the corresponding eigenfunction satisfies for some c1 , c2>0
c1 d(x, 0)mB.A, B (x)c2 d(x, 0)mB. (6.5)
We assumed that p>n. However, due to Theorem 8(iv), N(A&*) does not
depend on p and we find that &(A&1) is a geometrically simple eigenvalue
for any p # (1, ). Since by Theorem 8(v). A* is the realization of
(A*, B*) it follows from (6.4) and Proposition 18 applied to A* that
&((A*)&1) is also a geometrically simple eigenvalue of (A*)&1. Moreover,
since &(A&1)=&((A*)&1) we find that .A, B and .A*, B* are the unique
eigenfunctions for A, respectively, A*, with eigenvalue *1=&(A&1)&1=
&((A*)&1)&1. Since the eigenfunctions .A, B and .A*, B* are strictly positive,
even satisfy (6.5) with mB , respectively mB* , we find 0 .A, B .A*, B* dx
>0. The eigenvalue *1 is algebraically simple according to Lemma C.2. Hence
Assumption 2 and the estimates (2.19), ( 2.20), and (2.22) are satisfied. K
APPENDIX A: SIMPLE EIGENVALUES
The aim of this section is to recall the notion of K-simple eigenvalue
introduced by Crandall and Rabinowitz in [12] and to extend some of
their results for our purposes.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces over K=R or C.
Definition A.1. Let T, K # L(X; Y ). Then *0 # K is called a K-simple
eigenvalue of T if:
(i) there exists . # X with T.=*0K. and .{0;
(ii) dim N(T&*0K )=1 and codim R(T&*0 K)=1
(iii) K.  R(T&*0K ).
By (ii), T&*0K is Fredholm of index 0. In particular R(T&*0K ) is
closed; see [12]. The vector . above is called a K-eigenvector of T. It
follows from (ii) and (iii) that
Y=R(T&*0K )span[K.]. (A.1)
Lemma A.2. Let T, K # L(X; Y ) and let *0 # K be a K -simple eigenvalue
of T. Then *0 is a K$-simple eigenvalue of T $, where T $, K$ denote the adjoint
of T, K, acting from Y$ to X$.
Moreover, if 9 # Y$ is the corresponding K$-eigenfunction, then N(9 )=
R(T&*0K ). Hence the eigenvector 9 can be normalized by 9(K.)=1.
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Proof. Using (A.1), the closedness of R(T&*0K ), and the Hahn
Banach Theorem it follows that there exists 9 # Y$ satisfying 9(K.)=1
and N(9 )=R(T&*0K). Notice that such 9 is unique. We use 9 to prove
that *0 is a K$-simple eigenvalue of T $.
(i) Since N(9 )=R(T&*0K ) we find
((T $&*0K$)(9 ))(x)=9((T&*0 K) x)=0 for all x # X.
(ii) We have for 8 # Y$ that
8 # N(T $&*0 K$) O N(8)$R(T&*0 K ).
If 8{0, then by (A.1) we have 8(K.){0 and 8( } )=8(K.) 9( } ). It
follows that dim N(T $&*0K$) =1.
Since R(T&*0K ) is closed also R(T $&*0K$) is closed and we have
R(T $&*0K$)=R(T $&*0K$)=N(T&*0K)==[8 # X$; 8(.)=0].
Hence codim R(T $&*0K$)=1.
(iii) (K$9 )(.)=9(K.)=1 implies K$9  R(T $&*0K$). K
In what follows we shall denote by P0 the projection in Y on span[K.]
corresponding to the decomposition (A.1). We have
P0y=9( y) K. for y # Y. (A.2)
It turns out that there is a natural projection P1 in X on span[.]
defined by
P1x=9(Kx) . for x # X, (A.3)
corresponding with the decomposition
X=N(9 b K )span[.]. (A.4)
Indeed we have P1.=9(K.) .=. and P1 (P1x)=P1 (9(Kx) .)=
9(Kx) .=P1x for every x # X and (A.4) follows.
These projections, which are such that (T&*0K ) |N(P1) : N(P1)  N(P0) is
an isomorphism, will be very convenient in Section 4. Indeed, from
(A.1A.4), ii. and the Open Mapping Theorem it follows that the restric-
tion of T&*0 K to N(P1) is an isomorphism from N(P1) onto R(T&*0 K ).
In the next theorem we show that for * # K near *0 the restriction of
T&*0K to N(P1) is also an isomorphism from N(P1) onto R(T&*0K ).
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Theorem A.3. Let T, K # L(X; Y ) and let *0 # K be a K-simple eigen-
value of T. Let P0 : Y  Y and P1 : X  X be as above. Then
(i) for every * # K, S* :=(T&*0 K) |N(P1) is a bounded linear operator
from N(P1) into N(P0);
(ii) there exists $>0 such that for * # K with |*&*0 |<$ we have
(a) S* # Isom(N(P1); N(P0)),
(b) *  S*&1 # L(N(P0); N(P1)) is analytic,
(c) if *{*0 then T&*K # Isom(X, Y).
Remark. We have the following scheme for |*&*0 |<$.
X wwwwT&*K Y
& &
N(P1) wwww
isomorphism N(P0)=R(T&*0K )
 
span[.]=R(P1) wwww R(P0)=span[K.]
Proof. (i) For x # N(P1) and *{*0 we have (T&*K ) x=(T&*0K ) x
+(*&*0) Kx. It suffices to show that P0 Kx=0. And indeed, from (A.2)
(A.3) we have P0Kx=9(Kx) K.=K(P1x)=0.
(ii) We have S* # L(N(P1), N(P0)) for * # K. Since S*0 # Isom(N(P1),
N(P0)) and since * [ S* is analytic, the result follows. Note that for
0<|*&*0 |<$ one finds
(T&*K )&1=S &1* b (I&P0)+
1
*&*0
P0 . K
APPENDIX B: REGULAR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS
Let (A, B) be as in (2.2) and (2.3):
A= :
|:|2m
a: (x) \ x+
:
and Bj= :
|:| mj
bj, : (x) \ x+
:
.
Definition B.1. The elliptic boundary value problem
{Au=fBu=0
in 0,
on 0,
(B.1)
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is called regular if
(i) A is properly elliptic;
(ii) B is a normal system;
(iii) (A, B) satisfies the complementary condition.
See [29, 5.2.1; 22, Chap. 2, Definitions 1.2, 1.4, 1.5]. These three condi-
tions are defined as follows.
v A is a properly elliptic operator if for all x # 0 and all independent
couples !, ’ # Rn the polynomial
{ [ :
|:|=2m
a: (x)(!+{’): (B.2)
has exactly m roots with positive imaginary part. In our case we consider
coefficients a: (x) which are real-valued. Then the condition reduces to
 |:|=2m a: (x) !:{0 for all ! # Rn"[0] and x # 0 , the usual ellipticity
condition.
v B=[B1 , ..., Bm] is a normal system of boundary conditions if
denoting by mj the order of Bj , the Bj can be ordered such that
0m1<m2< } } } <mj<2m;
and, with nx the outwards normal direction at x # 0,
:
|:|=mj
bj, : (x) n:x {0 for all x # 0 and j=1, ..., m.
Before stating the third condition we need to fix some notations. Let
!, ’ # Rn and { # R. If (8.2) holds we may write
:
|:|=2m
a: (x)(!+{’):=a+ (x; !, ’, {) a& (x; !, ’, {)
in such a way that for each x # 0, !, ’ # Rn the m zeroes {+j of
{  a+ (x; !, ’, {) satisfy Re {+j >0 and the m zeroes {
&
j of
{  a& (x; !, ’, {) satisfy Re {&j <0. Define the polynomials [ pj]
m
j=1 by
pj (x; !x , &x , {)= :
|:|=mj
bj, : (x)(!x+{&x):.
v B satisfies the complementary condition with respect to A if
for each x # 0, each tangential direction !x and normal direction &x
the polynomials [ pj (x; !x , &x , } )]mj=1 are linearly independent modulo
a+ (x; !x , &x , } ).
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Notice that we may replace Au by (A&*) u in (8.1) without affecting
the regularity.
APPENDIX C: THE ADJOINT PROBLEM
Definition C.1. Let C be a densely defined operator C in L p (0) with
1<p<. Let 1p+
1
q=1. The adjoint C* is defined by
D(C*)={v # Lq (0); _ M>0 s.t.
} |0 Cu v dx }M &u&L p \u # D(C)= ,
C*v=w, where w is the only element of Lq (0) satisfying
|
0
Cuv dx=|
0
uw dx for all u # D(C).
One has
R(C)==N(C*) and R(C*)==N(C)
where R(C)==[v # Lq (0); 0 f v dx for all f # R(C)]. The operator C* is
closed in Lq (0) and moreover, if the operator C is closed then we have,
since L p (0) is reflexive, that (C*)*=C. See [20, Theorem 5.29].
Proof of Theorem 8, Parts (i)(v). Let (A, B) be regular elliptic, let
p, q # (1, ) with 1p+
1
q=1, and let the corresponding realization A in
L p (0) be defined as in Section 3.4. In the same fashion we define for the
adjoint system (A*, B*) the unbounded operator AC in Lq (0) by
D(AC)=H 2m, qB* (0) and ACu=A*u for u # D(AC). Observe that in view of
(2.7) H 2m, qB* (0) does not depend on the choice of the complementing
boundary operators Bc , but only on the pair (A, B). From Green’s
formula (2.6) we also have
|
0
Auv dx=| uACv dx for all u # D(A) and v # D(AC). (C.1)
In particular we may choose (B*)*=B implying (AC)C=A.
Part (i). See [29, Theorem 5.3.4] and the references therein.
Part (ii). See [29, Theorem 5.4.1].
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Part (iii)(iv). The closedness of A is a consequence of estimate
(3.10) for r=0. The closedness of R(A), together with dim N(A)<,
follows from (3.10) and the compactness of the imbedding of H2m, p into L p
(see [22, Chap. 2, Lemma 5.1]). From (ii) we obtain that if u # N(A) then
u # r=0 H
2m+r, p=C  (0 ). Hence N(A) is independent of p.
Part (v). This statement is equivalent with A*=AC . From (C.1) we
have AC A*. It remains to prove that D(A*)D(AC). We shall proceed
as in [22, Chap. 2, Theorem 8.4].
First we will show that
R(A)$N(AC)=, (C.2)
where N(AC)==[u # L p; (u, v)=0 for all v # N(AC)]. Set M=N(AC)= &
C (0 ). From Theorem 7 we have M/R(A) and hence also that M 
R(A) where M is the closure of M in L p. We claim N(AC)=M . Observe
that N(AC)/C (0 )/L p with dim N(AC)< and hence L p=N(AC)
N(AC)=. Let P denote the associated projection on N(AC). Since
dimN(AC)< and N(AC)= is closed in L p, the projection P is continuous.
Given f # N(AC)=, that is Pf =0, we can find a sequence [gn]n=0 /
C (0 ) such that gn  f in L p. Setting fn=(I&P) gn , we have fn # N(AC)=
& C (0 )=M and
lim
n  
fn=(I&P) lim
n  
gn=(I&P) f =f.
Hence N(AC)=M R(A).
Next we will show that (C.2) implies
N(A*)N(AC), (C.3)
R(A*)R(AC). (C.4)
Since (C.2) holds we have N(A*)=R(A)=N(AC)===N(AC). The inclu-
sion (C.2) for AC reads R(AC)$N((AC)C)= and implies R(A*)
R(A*)===N(A)==N((AC)C)=R(AC).
Finally we show that from (C.3) and (C.4) it follows that D(A*)
D(AC). Indeed, if (C.3) and (C.4) hold, let v # D(A*) and set f =A*v. By
assumption there exists v~ # D(AC) such that ACv~ = f. Since 0=A*v&ACv~
=A*(v&v~ ) we find v&v~ # N(A*)N(AC)D(AC) and consequently that
v=v~ +v&v~ # D(AC). K
Lemma C.2. Let * is a geometrically simple eigenvalue of A and of A*
with corresponding eigenfunctions . and .*. Then the following are equiv-
alent:
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(i) * is an algebraically simple (in the sense of [20]) eigenvalue of A
and hence of A*;
(ii) the pair of eigenfunctions satisfies
|
0
.(x) .*(x) dx{0. (C.5)
Proof. (i) O (ii). Indeed, suppose this integral would be zero. Since
every g # Lq can be written as g= g1+c.* with g1=(A*&*) v for some
v # D(A*) we would find
|
0
.(x) g(x) dx=|
0
.(x)(A*&*) v(x) dx+c |
0
.(x) .*(x) d
=|
0
(A&*) .(x) v(x) dx+c |
0
.(x) .*(x) dx=0.
Hence .#0, a contradiction.
(ii) O (i). Again we proceed by contradiction. Suppose there is
 # D(A) such that (A&*) =.. Then
|
0
.(x) .*(x) dx=|
0
(A&*) (x) .*(x) dx
=|
0
(x)(A*&*) .*(x) dx=0. K
APPENDIX D: AN IMBEDDING
Lemma D.1. Let n1, p # (1, ) and suppose that s& np>m1 # N. Then
there exists c>0 such that for all w # H s, p (0) & H m1 , p0 (0) it follows that
|w(x)|c &w&H s, p(0) d(x, 0)m1 for all x # 0. (D.1)
Proof. If w # H s, p (0) and s& np>m1 then w # C
m1 (0 ) by Sobolev’s
imbedding. Moreover, there exists c1 such that for all u # H s, p (0)
&w&C m1(0 )c1&w&H s, p(0) . (D.2)
For m1=0 we are done. If m11 then, since |( x)
: w(x)|&w&Cm1(0 ) for all
x # 0 and : # Nn with |:|m1 , it follows that
}\ &x+
|:|
w(x) }&w&C m1(0 ) for all x # 0,
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where we take &x the direction along a shortest line connecting x with the
boundary 0. Using that (&x ) |:| w=0 on 0 for |:|m1&1 and
integrating along that line yields
|w(x)|
1
m1 !
&w&C m1(0 ) d(x, 0)m1. (D.3)
Combining (D.2) and (D.3) implies (D.1). K
APPENDIX E: A VERSION OF HOPF’S BOUNDARY
POINT LEMMA
For the sake of completeness we give a proof of a version of Hopf ’s
boundary point lemma that we need. See, e.g., [14, Lemma 3.4 and (3.11)]
for the standard version.
Lemma E.1. Let 0 # C2 and suppose that u # C 1 (0 ) is superharmonic in
0. Assume infx # 0 u=0. Then either
(i) u#0, or
(ii) u>0 in 0 and for every x0 # 0 with u(x0)=0 one has

n
u(x0)<0.
Proof. A superharmonic function satisfies the strong maximum prin-
ciple (see [14]), that is, either u#0 or u(x)>miny # 0 u( y)=0 for all
x # 0. Let x0 # 0 be such that u(x0)=0. Since 0 # C 2 there exists a ball
B/0 with B & 0=[x0]. Set h to be harmonic in B and to satisfy h=u
on B. Then h # C (B) & C(B ) and the standard Hopf’s boundary lemma
yields that c>0 exists such that h(x)c |x&x0 | for x # [x0 , xB], where
[x0 , xB] is the segment from x0 to the center xB of B. Then u&h is super-
harmonic, hence uh in B implying n u(x0)<&c. K
APPENIDX F: ON THE KREINRUTMAN THEOREM
We state some extension of the KreinRutman Theorem which can be
found by combining results in [21]. First we recall the notion of u0-bounded
for operators in L p, p # (1, ).
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Definition F.1. An operator T: L p  L p for which there exists
0<u0 # L p such that for all f # L p with 0{ f>0 there are cf , df>0 such
that cf u0 (x)Tf (x)df u0 (x) in 0, is called u0 -bounded.
Clearly such T is positive. The theorem that will be convenient for our
purposes is the following.
Theorem F.2. Suppose that T: L p  L p is compact and u0 -bounded for
some 0<u0 # L p. Then the following holds.
(i) The spectral radius &(T)>0 is a geometrically simple eigenvalue
of T.
(ii) There exists a corresponding eigenfunction . which satisfies for
some c, d>0,
cu0 (x).(x)du0 (x). (F.1)
(iii) Every positive eigenfunction of T is a multiple of ..
Proof. Since T is u0 -bounded there is c0>0 such that c0u0Tu0 . By
[21, Lemma 9.1] one finds &(T)c0 .
The cone of positive functions in L p is reproducing: every f # L p can be
written as f +& f & where f +, f & are nonnegative functions in L p. Hence
[21, Theorem 9.2] states that &(T) is an eigenvalue with corresponding
eigenfunction . being positive. Since condition b) of [21, Theorem 11.1]
is satisfied &(T) is geometrically simple and . is the unique positive eigen-
function up to normalization. The u0 -boundedness of T implies (F.1). K
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